MASTERACCESSORY ARGB GPU SUPPORT BRACKET
MCA-U000R-GSBTG-00

FORTIFY YOUR GPU

A New Type Of Reinforcement

Tempered glass, addressable RGB, and edge-lighting technology all
crammed into a not-so-simple graphics card support bracket. Sure,
GPU brackets are an important tool in keeping your motherboard’s
PCI-e slot safe from sag but we bet you didn’t expect it to be the new
centerpiece to your build.
The MasterAccessory ARGB GPU Support Bracket utilizes the
strength and aesthetic of tempered glass in completely new ways.
The strength of the TG supports the biggest, baddest cards out there.
The CNC machining provides edge-lit ARGB. The universal design of
the support arm offers hassle-free adjustment, by sliding and locking
in place, to fit a high range of graphics card and PC case
combinations. If your build is on the subtler side, switch off the
lighting for an elegant, invisible GPU support bracket.
Equal parts functional and artistic, the MasterAccessory ARGB GPU
Support Bracket keeps your PCI-e slots safe as effectively as it keeps
you staring at your glorious build for way too long.

SPECIFICATIONS
FEATURES

Eliminate Graphics Card Sag – As graphics cards
become larger and heavier, PCI-e slots suffer from
increased stress and weight. The MasterAccessory ARGB
GPU Support Bracket eliminates this by supporting the
GPU’s weight-critical points.
Edge-Lit ARGB Tempered Glass – CNC machining on
the tempered glass creates rails for ARGB lighting to
travel throughout the bracket. The lighting can also be
turned off for a near-invisible aesthetic.
Easy To Install – With its 100% tool-less design and
straightforward adjustment of the support, installation is
painless. The solid base is reinforced by a strong magnet
to secure it in place.
Multiple Orientations – Includes two supports with
different orientations for you to either place it at the tailend of the GPU, or on the side of the GPU closest to the
side panel.

Product Name

ARGB GPU Support Bracket

Product Number

MCA-U000R-GSBTG-00

Available Color

Black

Materials

Exterior

ABS Plastic, Tempered Glass

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Incl. Protrusions

58 x 58 x 177mm/2.29 x 2.29 x 6.97inch

ARGB Cable length

510mm/20.1inch

Included GPU supports

2

ARGB Controller

Not Included

Net weight

0.14 kg/ pcs

Gross weight

0.22 kg/ pcs

Warranty

2 Years

- Front View

Protect Your Components – Relieve the stress on your
motherboard’s PCI-e slot and protect your card while
moving. Thorough strength testing shows that the glass
can withstand the heaviest of cards without flinching.
Versatile Support - The universal design of the support
arm offers hassle-free adjustment, by sliding and locking
in place, to fit a high range of graphics card and PC case
combinations.

PACKING INFORMATION
EAN code

4719512115008

UPC code

884102087318

Net weight

5.4kg( 40 pcs per carton)

Gross weight

9.6kg ( 40pcs per carton)

Retail Box dimension(L x W x H)

233x85x58mm

Carton dimension (L x W x H)

487 x 313x 388mm

Cont.
20’
40’
40 HQ

W/ Pallet
16000
33600
40320

Carton/ Pallet
40
40
48

- Side View

W/O Pallet
N/A
N/A
N/A

MASTERACCESSORY ARGB GPU SUPPORT BRACKET

Edge-Lit ARGB Tempered Glass

Easy To Install

CNC machining on the tempered glass creates
rails for ARGB lighting to travel throughout the
bracket. The lighting can also be turned off for a
near-invisible aesthetic.

With its 100% tool-less design and
straightforward adjustment of the support,
installation is painless. The solid base is
reinforced by a strong magnet to secure it in
place.

Multiple Orientations
Includes two supports with different orientations for you to either place it at the tail-end of the
GPU, or on the side of the GPU closest to the side panel.

